
Hidden Cities: Berlin 

Hidden Cities: London 

Hidden Cities: Moscow 

Hidden Cities: Warsaw

Modernist housing estates erected in the suburbs of European cities after WW2 have been ignored and  
neglected for decades. Although they are homes to the vast majority of urbanites, many would rather they were 
invisible. This instant film inspired photo set allows you to unveil some of the most hidden and controversial 

urbanscapes of the former Eastern Bloc and beyond. 

Hidden Cities by Zupagrafika are interacitve photo boxes including 8 architecture snapshots to unveil and a 

foreword on post-war modernist estates. Images come from Zupagrafika`s archive, with contributions by pho-

tographers Alexander Veryovkin and Peter Chadwick.

Negatives are reusable: they can be removed and repositioned repeatedly. 

Hidden Cities
8 architecture snaphsots to unveil in each photo-box.

Remove the negative and discover the brutal charm of the European capitals’ suburbia ! 

–
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Out now!





Description

Remove the negative and discover the brutal charm of London post-war  
modernist estates !

Modernist housing estates erected in the suburbs of European cities after WW2 
have been ignored and neglected for decades. Although they are homes to the vast 
majority of urbanites, many would rather they were invisible. This interactive photo 
set allows you to unveil some of the most hidden and controversial urbanscapes 
of the British capital, featuring the districts of Hounslow, Kennington, Peckham, 
Poplar, Roehampton, Thamesmead, Walworth, Woolwich.

Hidden Cities: London by Zupagrafika is an instant film inspired photo box featuring 
8 architecture snapshots to unveil. Includes a foreword on London post-war 
modernist estates. All images come from Zupagrafika`s archive with a special 
contribution by Peter Chadwick (author of This Brutal World). 
Negatives are reusable: they can be removed and repositioned repeatedly.

Author

Zupagrafika is an author and independent publisher whose titles (including ‘Brutal East’, ‘Modern 
East’ or ‘Brutal London’) celebrate modernist and brutalist architecture from the former Eastern 
Bloc and beyond. 

Hidden Cities: London
8 architecture snapshots to unveil

Title:
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Binding:

ISBN:
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Box ; Envelope ; 8 Interactive Cards
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Description

Remove the negative and discover the brutal charm of Berlin  
plattenbau estates !

Modernist housing estates erected in the suburbs of European cities after WW2 
have been ignored and neglected for decades. Although they are homes to the vast 
majority of urbanites, many would rather they were invisible. This interactive photo 
set allows you to unveil some of the most hidden and controversial urbanscapes 
of the German capital, featuring the districts of Lichtenberg, Marzahn, Neukölln, 
Pankow.

Hidden Cities: Berlin by Zupagrafika is an instant film inspired photo box featuring 8 
architecture snapshots to unveil. Includes a foreword on Berlin post-war modernist 
estates. All images come from Zupagrafika`s archive. Negatives are reusable: they 
can be removed and repositioned repeatedly.

Author

Zupagrafika is an author and independent publisher whose titles (including ‘Brutal East’, ‘Modern 
East’ or ‘Brutal London’) celebrate modernist and brutalist architecture from the former Eastern 
Bloc and beyond. 

Hidden Cities: Berlin
8 architecture snapshots to unveil

Title:
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Publisher:
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Binding:

ISBN:

Zupagrafika

Zupagrafika

April, 2018

12 x 16 x 2 cm

Box ; Envelope ; 8 Interactive Cards
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Description

Remove the negative and discover the brutal charm of Warsaw  
soc-modernist estates !

Modernist housing estates erected in the suburbs of European cities after WW2 
have been ignored and neglected for decades. Although they are homes to the vast 
majority of urbanites, many would rather they were invisible. This interactive photo 
set allows you to unveil some of the most hidden and controversial urbanscapes of 
the Polish capital, featuring the districts of Chomiczówka, Marymont, Sielce, Solec, 
Śródmieście Północne, Tarchomin, Targówek.

Hidden Cities: Warsaw by Zupagrafika is an instant film inspired photo box featuring 
8 architecture snapshots to unveil. Includes a foreword on Warsaw post-war moder-
nist estates. All images come from Zupagrafika`s archive. Negatives are reusable: 
they can be removed and repositioned repeatedly.

Author

Zupagrafika is an author and independent publisher whose titles (including ‘Brutal East’, ‘Modern 
East’ or ‘Brutal London’) celebrate modernist and brutalist architecture from the former Eastern 
Bloc and beyond. 

Hidden Cities: Warsaw
8 architecture snapshots to unveil

Title:

 

Author:

Publisher:

Date: 

Size:

Binding:

ISBN: 

Zupagrafika

Zupagrafika

April, 2018

12 x 16 x 2 cm

Box ; Envelope ; 8 Interactive Cards

978-83-949364-2-6
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Description

Remove the negative and discover the brutal charm of Moscow ‘sleeping 
districts’ !

Modernist housing estates erected in the suburbs of European cities after WW2 
have been ignored and neglected for decades. Although they are homes to the vast 
majority of urbanites, many would rather they were invisible. This interactive photo 
set allows you to unveil some of the most hidden and controversial urbanscapes of 
the Russian capital, featuring the districts of Cheryomushki, Danilovsky, Nagatinsky 
Zaton, Ostankinsky, Pechatniki, Severnoye Chertanovo, Yasenevo.

Hidden Cities: Moscow by Zupagrafika is an instant film inspired photo box featuring 
8 architecture snapshots to unveil. Includes a foreword on Mocow post-war moder-

nist estates. Images by Alexander Veryovkin. Negatives are reusable: they can be 
removed and repositioned repeatedly.

Author

Zupagrafika is an author and independent publisher whose titles (including ‘Brutal East’, ‘Modern 
East’ or ‘Brutal London’) celebrate modernist and brutalist architecture from the former Eastern 
Bloc and beyond. 

Hidden Cities: Moscow
8 architecture snapshots to unveil

Title:

 

Author:

Publisher:

Date: 

Size:

Binding:

ISBN:

Zupagrafika

Zupagrafika

April, 2018

12 x 16 x 2 cm

Box ; Envelope ; 8 Interactive Cards

978-83-947503-5-0
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